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The question of when a given graph can be the underlying graph of a regular
map has roots a hundred years old and is currently the object of several threads of
research. This paper outlines this topic briefly and proves that a product of graphs
which have regular embeddings also has such an embedding. We then present
constructions for members of three families: (1) circulant graphs, (2) wreath graphs
W(k, n), whose vertices are ordered pairs (i, j), 0 [ i < k, 0 [ j < n, and whose
edges are all possible (i, j)−(i+1, jŒ), and (3) depleted wreath DW(k, n), the
subgraph of W(k, n) left by removing all edges in which j=jŒ. We open the
question of multiplicity of occurrence and we list the underlying graphs of rotary
maps with no more than 50 edges. © 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
DEFINITIONS
If C is a graph (or a multigraph), an automorphism or symmetry of C is a
permutation of its vertices and of its edges which preserves incidence. The
symmetries of C form a group under composition, Aut(C). A dart of C is a
directed edge along one of its edges. We consider an edge to be made up of
the two darts on it. If G=Aut(C) is transitive on vertices (edges, darts),
we call C itself vertex-transitive (edge-transitive, dart-transitive).
A mapM is an embedding of C in a surface so that it divides the surface
into simply connected regions called the faces of the map. We call C the
underlying multigraph of M, UM(M); the graph formed from C by
identifying edges having the same endpoints is the underlying graph of M,
UG(M).
A symmetry or automorphism ofM is a permutation of its edges, vertices
and faces which can be accomplished by a homeomorphism of the surface
onto itself. The symmetries ofM form a group, Aut(M),under composition.
The map M is called rotary provided that Aut(M) contains symmetries R
and S which act as rotations one step about some face and one step about
some vertex incident to that face, respectively. That is, R is a motion
of the whole surface which sends some face f to itself and moves the edges
around f in circular order. Similarly, S fixes some vertex v on the boundary
of f, and moves the map so that the edges at v are permuted as in their
order around v.M is called reflexible if it is rotary and its group contains a
symmetry X which fixes both f and v while reversing the order of the edges
around each. A map which is rotary but not reflexible is chiral. We some-
times use the word regular to mean rotary or reflexible.
If M is regular then Aut(M) is transitive on faces, edges, vertices and
darts. We draw a few conclusions from these transitivities: (1) every face
has the same number p of edges and every vertex meets the same number q
of edges. We say thatM is of type {p, q}. (2) C itself must be dart-transitive.
(3) If, for some edge, there is another edge with the same endpoints (these
are multiple or parallel edges), then all edges will have parallel edges. If
some pair of vertices are joined by m edges then all pairs of adjacent ver-
tices are joined by m edges. The number m is the multiplicity of the map.
If C is a dart-transitive graph, we say that C occurs provided that there is
some regular mapM for which C=UG(M). If UM(M) has parallel edges
in groups of m, we say C occurs inM with multiplicity m.
For example, consider the map {3, 6}2, 0 (using Schläfli notation as in
[C]; see also [CM]) shown in Fig. 1.
This map is of type {3, 6} and lies on the torus. It has four vertices: A, B,
C, D. Each vertex is connected to each other vertex by exactly two edges.
Thus we say that K4 occurs; in fact, K4 occurs to multiplicity 2 in this map.
The graph K4, of course, also occurs with multiplicity 1 in the tetrahedron.
Given a dart-transitive graph, we would like to be able to determine
whether or not it occurs in some regular map, and, if possible, to what
multiplicities. In a theoretical sense, the question of occurrence is com-
pletely determined by the theorems of [GNSS]. In individual cases, one
asks if the automorphism group of the graph has a subgroup which acts on
the graph in various ways corresponding to chirality, orientable reflexi-
bility, etc. Even for individual cases, this canbe hard to determine, andwewish
FIG. 1. The map {3, 6}2, 0.
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to make statements about families: given a parameterized family of dart-
transitive graphs, we would like to able to determine which members of the
family occur. The results can be surprising, as our first example will show.
THE GRAPH Kn
Surely the first graph to spring to mind is Kn, the most symmetric of all
graphs. Examine its history:
1898. Heffter [H] gives a construction which shows that if n is a
prime, then Kn occurs. (His construction is actually for the dual of such a
map). An easy generalization shows that if n is any power of a prime, then
Kn occurs.
1971. Biggs [Bi] shows that if Kn occurs orientably, then n must be a
power of a prime.
1985. James and Jones [JJ] show that if Kn occurs orientably, then
the map must be one of those constructed by Heffter.
1989. Wilson [Wi5] shows that Kn occurs reflexibly if and only if
n=2, 3, 4, or 6.
Other results proved include Kn, n [BW], Kn, n, n [SW, J], Qn (the n-cube)
[BW] all occur reflexibly for all n. The Paley graph Pn occurs chirally for
all n which are prime powers equivalent to 1 mod 4, except that P9 occurs
reflexibly also [Wh].
In this paper, we would like to consider other families of dart-transitive
graphs and ask when they occur. Our results will all be of the flavor of
Heffter’s: If certain conditions are met, then the graph occurs. The harder
question of determining exactly the conditions on the parameters of the
graph for it to occur in some regular map, we leave for further research.
The remaining sections of this paper have the following content:
Other families of symmetric graphs. Here, we establish notation for
some families of dart-transitive graphs and for a useful product of graphs.
Circulant graphs. Theorem 1 describes a useful construction that
applies to some circulant graphs, and the section shows how it applies to
toroidal graphs and multi-partite graphs.
Parallel product of maps. This section summarizes the parallel product
construction for maps. Theorem 2 applies it to show how products of
graphs occur. Corollaries apply this to wreath and depleted wreath graphs.
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The maps B(2o, 2l, r, 0). Here we use a special case of bicontactual
maps to provide more embeddings of wreath graphs, and determine
multiplicities of these embeddings.
Multiplicities and other embeddings. Theorem 8 determines multiplici-
ties of embeddings of cycles, and we show how a covering construction
produces embeddings with multiplicities from simple ones.
Maps with fewer than 50 edges. A table of graphs underlying regular
maps.
Afterword. Results and questions from the workshop GEMS ’97 at
which this paper was presented.
OTHER FAMILIES OF SYMMETRIC GRAPHS
Many families of dart-transitive graphs may be recognized. The complete
n-partite graphs: Kn, n, Kn, n, n, etc., are well known. The Wreath graph
W(k, n) has kn vertices in k sets of n vertices each with every vertex in set i
connected to every vertex in set i−1 and i+1 (mod k). Because W(3, n)=
Kn, n, n and W(4, n)=K2n, 2n, we usually restrict k to be 5 or more. See [Sa]
for a discussion of general properties of these and related graphs. Further,
‘‘depleted’’ versions of these, in which copies of a smaller symmetric graph
are removed, are also dart transitive: DKn, n is formed by removing n pairs
of disjoint edges from Kn, n. In brief, DKn, n=Kn, n 0nK2. Similarly DKn, n, n=
Kn, n, n 0nK3, and DW(k, n)=W(k, n)0nCk.
We wish to define a product of graphs. If C1 and C2 are graphs, then
C1 NC2 is the graph whose vertices are ordered pairs of vertices from C1 and
C2 respectively, and vertex (a, b) is joined to vertex (c, d) exactly when a is
joined to c in C1 and b to d in C2.
As natural as this definition seems, it is not the ‘‘standard’’ product on
graphs. It is variously called the Kronecker product [We], the categorical
product [II, M], the tensor product, to give a few of its names. See [II]
and [JT] (where it is called the direct product) for more references.
For example, suppose that C1 and C2 are the graphs K1, 2 and K1, 3 shown
in Fig. 2. Then the graph C1 NC2 is the disconnected graph shown in Fig. 3.
FIG. 2. K1, 2 and K1, 3.
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FIG. 3. The graph K1, 2 NK1, 3.
In this example, both C1 and C2 are bipartite, and this is what causes the
product to be disconnected: (white, white) vertices are connected to (black,
black) vertices only. This happens generally:
Lemma. If both C1 and C2 are connected, then C1 NC2 is connected if and
only if at least one of the two is not bipartite [We].
Notice how degrees behave: if u1 has degree d and u2 has degree e than
the vertex (u1, u2) has degree de.
If C1 and C2 are dart-transitive, then C1 NC2 is also dart-transitive. If, in
this case, C1 NC2 is not connected, then the two components are identical;
let us agree to re-assign the name C1 NC2 to one of them. Often, we can
express one symmetric graph as a product of others. For example, DKn, n is
K2 NKn,
CIRCULANT GRAPHS
Another family of graphs which are dart-transitive is the family of
circulant graphs. Let A be a subset of the non-zero integers mod n which is
closed under negation (i.e., if a is in A, so is −a). The circulant graph Cn(A)
has n vertices labelled with the numbers mod n ; i, j are joined by an edge
exactly when i− j is in A. In notation, we often list only the numbers in A
which are no more than half of n. For example, the graph for which n=13
and A={1, 5, 8, 12} is written C13(1, 5) and is shown in Fig. 4.
The circulant graphs are moderately ubiquitous. Many families of graphs
are included in the circulant graphs [O]: Kn=Cn(1, 2, 3, ...), Kn, n=
C2n(1, 3, 5, ...), Kn, n, n=C3n(1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, ...), etc., W(k, n)=Ckn(l, k−1,
k+1, 2k−1, 2k+1, ...). It does not seem to be known for which A the
graph Cn(A) is edge-transitive (and hence dart-transitive). Let Un be the
multiplicative group of units mod n. For CN(A) to be edge-transitive, it is
sufficient for A to be a subgroup of Un, but not necessary, as the examples
given show.
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FIG. 4. C13(1, 5).
The following construction gives a regular embedding for some of these
circulant graphs:
Theorem 1. If A is a cyclic subgroup of Un and if A contains −1 then
Cn(A) occurs. If A is {1, −1} the occurrence is reflexible, and otherwise it is
chiral.
Proof. Suppose A=OrP, and let s=−r. Label the edge (x)–(y) with
the number y−x when directed from x to y and x−y when directed the
other way. Then make into faces those cycles of edges which have labels b,
sb, s2b, s3b, etc. when directed clockwise. Thus, every edge (x)–(x+b)
where b is in A, will appear in the face (x)–(x+b)–(x+b+sb)–
(x+b+sb+s2b), etc., in clockwise order. An adjacent face will read
(x+b)–(x)–(x−sb)–(x−sb−s2b), etc., in clockwise order. Thus every edge
belongs to exactly two faces and the result is a map.
Clearly the functions xW x+a for any a, and xW ax for any a in A are
symmetries of the resulting map. Thus R: xW sx+1 and S: xW rx are
symmetries of the map; these act as rotation one step about a face containing
0–1 and one step about the vertex 0, respectively. Thus the map is rotary.
To see that the map cannot be reflexible (except in the trivial case
A={1, −1}), examine a ‘‘spine’’ of the map, as shown in Fig. 5.
The vertices adjacent to 0 are labelled with powers of r. If the order of r
is 2k, then because −1 is in the group generated by r, we must have
rk=−1. Thus, the cycle (−1)–(0)–(1)–(2)–(3)–(4), etc., must have k faces
on each side at every vertex. If the map were reflexible, there would be a
reflection about this spine. But such a reflection would send every vertex to
itself (along the spine) but also send −s to −s−1 at vertex 0, which would
imply that r=r−1, i.e., that r has order 2. Since −1 is in the group
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FIG. 5. A ‘‘spine’’ in the map for Cn(OrP).
generated by r, this means r must be −1. So if r is anything but −1 (mod n)
the map of this construction is chiral. L
This construction generalizes Heffter’s (for primes, though not for
powers of primes), and the Paley map construction (again not for prime
powers). As circulant graphs are Cayley graphs for the finite cyclic groups,
this is also a special case of several Cayley graph constructions. It includes
the embedding of Cn(b, c) as {4, 4}b, c for relatively prime b and c, with
n=b2+c2, and the embedding of Cm(b, b+c, c) as {3, 6}b, c, again for
relatively prime b and c, with m=b2+bc+c2 [Bo]. Whenever n is twice an
odd number m, the resulting map and graph are the canonical bipartite
double covering of a corresponding map and graph on m. Sherk [Sh] was
the first to utilize the idea of the bipartite double cover of maps, and
several of the maps of type {6, 6} from his paper can be described by this
construction. See [NS] for a general discussion of the canonical double
covering, including other maps for the bipartite double cover of a non-
bipartite graph.
Complete multi-partite graphs also show up here: K5, 5, 5, 5, 5 appears at
n=25 for r=2, 3, 8, 12; K9, 9, 9 for n=27, r=2, 5, 20.
The smallest value of n for which the resulting map is not one of those in
the preceding paragraphs is n=9. With r=2 or 5, the result is the dual of
the Bergau map first mentioned in [G] and pictured in [Wi3]. The graph
is K3, 3, 3. The smallest n which gives a map of a kind not yet mentioned is
n=25. With r=4 or 9, we get a chiral map of type {25, 10}.
PARALLEL PRODUCTS OF MAPS
If M1 and M2 are maps, the map M=M1 ||M2 defined in [Wi6] is the
minimal common covering of the two maps. We wish to summarize this
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FIG. 6. Flags in a map.
construction here. First, let a flag be one of the ‘‘right triangles’’ of the
barycentric subdivision of the map, as shown in Fig. 6.
A flag has three neighbors, and the neighbors of the flag f can be
labelled fr0, fr1, fr2, as in Fig. 6. We can regard r0, r1, r2 as ‘‘instructions’’
for assembling the map from a collection of flags labelled f, g, ... by
attaching each f to its fr0 along their dotted legs, each f to its fr1 along
their hypotenuses, and each f to its fr2 along their solid legs. We may also
regard the ri’s simply as permutations on the set of flags, and we call the
group of permutations generated by the ri’s the connection group of the
map. Thus, the permutations ri hold all the combinatorial information
about how the map fits together. In fact, given the connection group, we
can assemble the map by attaching flags according to the instructions ri.
The ri also can show topological information: M is orientable if and
only if the flags can be bicolored so that f and fri are always different
colors.
We can now define the parallel product of two regular maps in terms of
the flags and the connection group. IfM1 andM2 are regular maps, let the
flags of the product map be labelled (f, g) where f is a flag ofM1 and g is
a flag of M2, and define (f, g) ri to be (fri, gri). The resulting complex
may have many components and we will letM1 ||M2 be any one of them.
This differs slightly from Skoviera’s definition of map products [Sk], as
he chooses to call the entire complex the product.
LetM=M1 ||M2. It has the property that a wordW in r0, r1, r2 evaluates
to the identity inM1 ||M2 if and only if it does so in bothM1 andM2. The
functions which send (f, g) to f and to g are projections of M onto M1
and M2, respectively, and these projections behave like topological
coverings (possibly branched). In particular, if q1 is the common degree of
vertices inM1 and q2 forM2, then vertices inM have degree LCM(q1, q2).
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Reference [Wi6] shows that if M1 and M2, are reflexible, then M1 ||M2 is
reflexible.
Theorem 2. If C1 and C2 are dart-transitive graphs of degrees q1 and q2,
which occur in orientable mapsM1 andM2, respectively, and if q1 and q2 are
relatively prime, then the graph C1 NC2 occurs in the mapM=M1 ||M2.
Proof. It is clear from the projections ofM ontoM1 andM2 that each
vertex of M corresponds to an ordered pair of vertices, and that vertices
which are adjacent inM correspond to pairs of adjacent vertices inM1 and
M2. We only need to show that no two vertices project onto the same pairs.
Because M1 and M2 are orientable, their flags are bicolorable. Let us
suppose thatM is the component containing the (black, black) and (white,
white) flags. Consider a vertex v ofM which projects onto vertices v1, v2 of
M1 andM2. Let b1, b2, ..., bq1 be the black flags in order clockwise about v1
inM1 and c1, c2, ..., cq2 be those about v2 inM2. Then about v inM are the
flags (b1, c1), (b2, c2), (b3, c3), ..., and because q1 and q2 are relatively
prime, it will require q1q2 steps before the next flag is (b1, c1) again. Thus v
is incident with all of the q1q2 possible pairs (bi, cj), where bi is a black flag
at v1 inM1 and cj is a black flag at v2 inM2, and so no other vertex ofM
projects onto v1 and v2. L
Essentially the same proof proves this:
Theorem 3. If C1 and C2 are dart-transitive graphs of degrees q1 and q2,
which occur in orientable maps M1 and M2 with multiplicities m1 and m2,
respectively, and if m1q1 and m2q2 are relatively prime, then the graph C1 NC2
occurs with multiplicity m1m2 in the mapM=M1 ||M2.
Theorem 2 will answer the occurrence question for many families of
maps. We focus on the wreath and depleted wreath graphs W(k, n) and
DW(k, n):
Theorem 4. The graph W(k, n) occurs reflexibly for all even k and all
odd n.
Proof. We only need to observe that W(k, n)=Ck NKn, n if k is even,
that Ck has degree 2 while Kn, n has degree n, and then apply Theorem 2
above, noting that the known maps for Ck and Kn, n are reflexible. L
Theorem 5. For all k and for all r > 1, the graph DW(k, 2 r) occurs. The
occurrence is reflexible if r=2, and chiral otherwise.
Proof. Notice that for all n and k, DW(k, n)=Ck NKn. Ck has degree 2
while Kn has degree n−1, and these are relatively prime exactly when n is
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even. The only even n for which Kn occurs is n=2r for some r. Heffter’s
construction gives us the reflexible embedding of K4 as the tetrahedron, but
all higher powers of 2 give chiral embeddings. L
These results give embeddings for one-fourth of all the wreath graphs,
and for a thin class of the depleted wreaths which, nonetheless, includes all
known occurrences of DW(k, n). However, there are still more occurrences
of wreath graphs, in the family of maps B(2o, 2l, r, s) from [Wi4], and in
fact, we will need only a special case, which we describe below. The general
B(2o, 2l, r, s) was created in [Wi4] in order to classify all regular maps
which are ‘‘bicontactual’’; i.e., those in which each face meets exactly two
others.
THE MAPS B(2o, 2l, r, 0)
The orientable map B(2o, 2l, r, 0) consists of 2o faces, each of length
2l. Number the faces 1, 2, 3, ..., 2o. Each face i shares alternate edges with
faces i−1 and i+1 (mod 2o). If the edges that face i shares with face i−1
appear in the order 1, 2, 3, ..., l−1, l clockwise about face i, then they
appear clockwise about face i−1 in the order r, 2r, 3r, ..., (l−1) r, lr.
Thus if R1 and R2 are rotations around adjacent faces, then (R1)2=(R2)2r.
The parameters must satisfy r2=1 and o(r+1)=0 (mod l) in order for
the map to be rotary, and then it is reflexible. Around each vertex, the faces
1, 2, ..., 2o appear in that order, one time each, either clockwise or
counterclockwise. For example, Fig. 7 shows B(4, 16, 3, 0).
We intend to show that the underlying graph of such a map is a wreath
graph. To do that, first label the vertices A0, B0, A1, B1, A2, B2, ... in order
clockwise about face 1 so that the edges shared by faces 1 and 2 are Ai–Bi.
Because every vertex meets every face, this labels every vertex of the map.
Then the vertices appear in this order clockwise about face 2: ..., B−r, A−r,
B0, A0, Br Ar, ...; about face 3: ...A−1, Br, A0, B−r, A1, Br+1, ...; about face
4: ...A−r, Br+1, A0, B2r+1, Ar, .... By the rules for constructing the map, the
A vertices must appear in the order A0, A1, A2, ... in order clockwise about
every odd-numbered face, and in order A0, Ar, A2r, ... about every even-
numbered face, and similarly for the B vertices. If we now look at how the
vertices appear around a fixed vertex, we see the pattern shown in Fig. 8.
The indices on the B vertices increase by r+1 every two steps about A0.
If we let d=(r+1, l), and let D be the subgroup of Zl generated by d (this
is also the subgroup generated by r+1), then the neighbors of A0 are the B
vertices whose indices are members of D or the coset D−1. In general, the
neighbors of Ai are the B’s whose indices are in D+i or D+(i−1). It
follows from this that if i and j are in the same coset of D, them Ai and Aj
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FIG. 7. The map B(4, 16, 3, 0).
FIG 8. Vertices about A0 in B(2o, 2l, r, 0).
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will have the same neighbors. Let AD+i stand for the set of all Aj where j is
in D+i, and similarly for B. Then each vertex in each of the sets BD−1, AD,
BD, AD+1, BD+1, AD+2, BD+2 · · · is connected to every vertex in the set before
and the set after, and only to those vertices. The number in each set is the
order of D and the number of sets is twice the index of D in Zl. Thus
UG(B(2o, 2l, r, 0)) isW(2d, l/d).
Because of the condition o(r+1)=0 (mod l), the order of r+1 mod l
(which is l/d) is a factor of o. The multiplicity, then is od/l. We can
summarize this argument as a theorem:
Theorem 6. The underlying graph of the orientable map B(2o, 2l, r, 0)
is the graph W(2d, l/d), where d=(r+1, l). The graph occurs here with
multiplicity od/l.
The important remaining question is for which k and N can we find l
and r such that k=2(r+1, l) and N=l/(r+1, l). First, examine some
samples of values of l and r and the corresponding values of k and N :
l r d k N
8 3 4 8 2
12 5 6 12 2
12 7 4 8 3
15 4 5 10 3
15 11 3 6 5
40 9 10 20 4
40 11 4 8 10
First note that because of the condition r2=1 (mod l), (r−1)(r+1)
must be a multiple of l. Since (r−1, r+1) is either 2 or 1, every odd prime
factor of l must occur in exactly one of r−1, r+1. If dN is to be l, then,
all of the odd prime factors of (r−1, l) must occur in N. Further, if l is
even then both r−1 and r+1 are even, and so d is even. It follows that d
must agree with l in parity. Thus (d, N) must be 1 or 2, but it cannot
happen that d is odd if N is even.
This condition is also sufficient: suppose k, N are integers with k even so
that k=2d for some d and suppose that (N, d)=1 or 2, with d being even
if N is even. Let l=dN, and consider the following system of equations:
r —−1 mod d
r — 1 modN.
Suppose that r is a solution to this system. Then r+1 is a multiple of d,
r−1 is a multiple of N and so their product is a multiple of l, and so
r2=1 (mod l). All that remains is to ensure that d=(r+1, l).
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Now d divides (r+1, l) in any solution. What other factors can
(r+1, l) have? Since r+1 is 2 mod N, none of the odd factors of N can
divide (r+1, l), and so we only need to check that (r+1, l) has no higher
power of 2 in its factorization than d does.
If d and N are relatively prime, then the system has a unique solution
mod l, and N is odd. Thus d has all the powers of 2 that are in l, and so
(r+1, l) cannot have more 2’s than d. If (d, N)=2, the system has a
unique solution mod LCM(d, N)=l/2, and so it has exactly two solutions
mod l, one of them l/2 more than the other. If N is divisible by 4, then
r+1 is an odd multiple of 2, and so (r+1, l) cannot have more 2’s than d,
which is even. If N is not divisible by 4, then l/2=dN/2 is an odd mul-
tiple of d. Then r+1 is an even multiple of d in one of the two solutions,
and an odd multiple of d in the other. Choose the latter solution.
Listed below are some examples which might clarify the process:
d N l Solution(s) r
5 3 15 4 4
10 3 30 19 19
20 3 60 19 19
10 6 60 19, 49 49
20 6 120 19, 79 19
10 12 120 49, 109 49, 109
We summarize:
Theorem 7. Suppose that d and N are positive integers, d \ 3, for which
(d, N)=1 or 2 and that if N is even, d is also even. Then for every m, the
graph W(2d, N) occurs with multiplicity m, orientably and reflexibly, in the
map B(2o, 2l, r, 0), for some choice of o, l, and r.
Notice the overlap between the theorems (4 and 7) about W(k, N).
Neither one includes the other. Both give occurrence only for k even. The
occurrence of other wreath graphs is not yet investigated. The graphs
W(3, N) occur for all N (because W(3, N) is just KN, N, N); W(5, 3) and
W(5, 4) are known not to occur, at least not reflexibly.
MULTIPLICITIES AND OTHER GRAPHS
The question of which multiplicities a given graph can occur to is largely
unexplored, and yet interesting results can be found here. For example,
consider the simple cycle, Cn. If we ask only whether Cn occurs, the answer
is an obvious ‘‘yes,’’ for Cn is the graph of en, the map on the sphere
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consisting of n vertices joined by n edges around the equator. But if we ask
to what multiplicities Cn occurs, the result is not obvious:
Theorem 8. For each integer n \ 3, the graph Cn occurs. If n is even, it
occurs to every multiplicity. If n is odd, Cn occurs to every odd multiplicity. If
n is a multiple of 3, Cn occurs to multiplicity 2. Cn occurs to only these
multiplicities and no others.
Proof. For any map M, let D(M) be the ordinary dual of M, formed
from M by placing new vertices, one in each face, and then joining new
vertices with new edges, one across each old edge. If Cn is the underlying
graph of a map M, then D(M) bicontactual. These maps are completely
classified in [Wi4]. The duals, then, of maps B(2n, 2m), Bg(n, 2m), and
Cn/3, from that paper, have the cycles Cn as their underlying graphs to the
indicated multiplicities. The main theorem of [Wi4] is a complete classifi-
cation of bicontactual maps. While there are many more regular maps that
are bicontactual, the three mentioned are enough to produce all multiplici-
ties in the entire classification. Thus, this is a complete list of the permitted
multiplicities. L
We can see that questions of multiplicity for more complicated graphs
could be quite complex. The paper [Wi5] tells us that multiplicities greater
than 1 can happen in a map N in only two ways: (1) N might be a
branched covering of some mapM or (2)N might be ‘‘cantankerous.’’
In case (1), if C occurs in N to any multiplicity m, then there is a map
M in which C occurs to multiplicity 1, and thenN is an m-fold covering of
M, with the projection one-to-one at each vertex and m-to-one at all other
points (except possibly face-centers); such a covering is said to be totally
ramified. It is also called ‘‘cyclic’’ because the covering is regular with a
cyclic group of covering transformations. The paper [Wi2] describes the
construction of all such coverings N from a given base map M. The
method consists of examiningM to produce a system of equations mod m ;
every m for which the equations have a solution is a multiplicity to which
the underlying graph C occurs. Let L(M) be the list of all possible m for a
given M. We can see from [Wi2] that this set of integers is closed under
factorization and relatively prime products (i.e., if m=m1m2 is in L(M)
then so are m1 and m2, and if m1 and m2 are in L(M) with (m1, m2)=1
then m=m1m2 is also in L(M)).
However, in every application of the construction to maps with no more
than 50 edges, it has been the case that L has one of these four forms:
1. {1} only
2. {1, 2} only
3. All positive integers
4. All positive integers except the multiples of k for some k.
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The general case can be slightly more complicated. There is a map with
75 edges (the underlying graph is K5, 5, 5, and the construction is the one in
[SW]) for which the L(M) is all integers relatively prime to 10. This is the
smallest example known where L(M) is not of the four forms above.
In case (2), the multiplicity is exactly 2 and yet the map is not a branched
covering of a smaller map. Nor is there a branched covering of the map of
any multiplicity. Thus, the map gives rise to no other embedding of the
graph. Thus, the fifth possibility for multiplicities arising from a map is:
5. {2} only.
MAPS WITH FEWER THAN 50 EDGES
In Table I we list all graphs (other than Cn) which occur in rotary maps
with 50 or fewer edges. Table I lists every map which is cantankerous or
which has multiplicity 1. In the table, E is the number of edges in the map,
# is the number of the map in the catalog of reflexible maps, Map gives a
description of the map ( g indicates a chiral map; jargon is explained in
[Wi1]), Mult. gives the list of multiplicities (in this column, ‘‘bar k’’ means
that all multiplicities occur except the multiples of k), V is the number of
vertices, q is the degree of a vertex in the graph and Graph gives a name or
description for the graph. The graphs for which I know no nice description,
I have called ‘‘Graph A,’’ ‘‘Graph B,’’ etc., and I show these in Figs. 9–13.
TABLE I
E # Map Mult V q Graph
6 1 Tetrahedron All 4 3 K4
9 2 {6, 3}1, 1 All 6 3 K3, 3
10 1 g{4, 4}2, 1 Bar 2 5 4 K5
12 1 Cube All 8 3 DK4, 4
2 Octahedron Bar 4 6 4 K2, 2, 2
15 1 Hemi-icosahedron 1, 2 6 5 K6
2 Hemi-dodecahedron 1, 2 10 3 Petersen Graph
16 1 {4, 4}4 All 8 4 K4, 4
5 Bg(4, 8) All 8 4 K4, 4
18 1 {4, 4}3, 0 Bar 2 9 4 DK3, 3, 3
3 opp{4, 4}3, 0 2 6 3 K3, 3
20 7 g{4, 4}3, 1 All 10 4 DK5, 5
21 7 g{3, 6}2, 1 Bar 2 7 6 K7
8 g{6, 3}2, 1 All 14 3 Heawood
24 21 DK2(Octahedron) All 16 3 {8}+{
8
3}
27 DK2(Cube) Bar 4 12 4 W(6, 2)
39 DK4(Hemi-Cube) 1, 2 12 4 W(6, 2)
25 1 Bg(5, 10) All 10 5 K5, 5
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TABLE I—continued
E # Map Mult V q Graph
26 1 g{4, 4}3, 2 Bar 2 13 4 C13(2, 3)=C13(1, 5)
27 1 {3, 6}3, 0 Bar 2 9 6 K3, 3, 3
3 {6, 3}3, 0 All 18 3 Pappus Graph
11 gD(Bergau) Bar 2 9 6 K3, 3, 3
28 7 gHeffter(8) All 8 7 K8
30 7 Icosahedron Bar 5 12 5 Icosahedron
9 Dodecahedron Bar 3 20 3 Dodecahedron
13 Great Dodecahedron Bar 5 12 5 Icosahedron
16 H2(DPH2(Icosahedron)) 1, 2 20 3 Desargues Graph
19 H2opp(Icosahedron) 1, 2 12 5 DK6, 6
28 {4, 5}6/2 1, 2 12 5 DK6, 6
30 {5, 4}6/2 1 15 4 Graph A
33 {4, 6}5/2 1 10 6 Complement of Petersen
37 SEC(6) 2 10 3 Petersen Graph
32 4 {4, 4}4, 0 All 16 4 4-Cube
19 B(4, 16, 3, 0) All 16 4 W(8, 2)
24 DK2{4, 4}2, 2 All 16 4 W(8, 2)
34 1 g{4, 4}4, 1 Bar 2 17 4 C17(1, 4)
36 7 {4, 4}3, 3 All 18 4 {4, 4}3, 3
9 {4, 6}4 Bar 3 12 6 K6, 6
10 {3, 6}2, 2 Bar 4 12 6 {3, 6}2, 2
12 {6, 3}2, 2 All 24 3 {12}+{
12
5 }
16 Bg(6, 12) All 12 6 K6, 6
30 DK3(Cube) Bar 4 18 4 W(9, 2)
34 gHeffter(9) Bar 2 9 8 K9
39 7 g{3, 6}3, 1 Bar 2 13 6 C13(1, 3, 4)
8 g{6, 3}3, 1 All 26 3 {6, 3}3, 1
40 19 {5, 5}4 All 16 5 Graph B
21 {5, 4}5 1, 2 20 4 Graph C
22 g{4, 4}4, 2 All 20 4 Graph D
42 10 gDK2({6, 3}2, 1) All 28 3 DK7, 7
48 19 {3, 6}4, 0 Bar 8 16 6 {3, 6}4, 0
21 {6, 3}4, 0 All 32 3 {6, 3}4, 0
24 {3, 8}6 Bar 2 12 8 K4, 4, 4
37 B(4, 24, 5, 0) All 24 4 W(12, 2)
42 DK8(Hemi-cube) 1, 2 24 4 W(12, 2)
45 D(K4(Cube))1 Bar 4 24 4 W(12, 2)
48 D(K4(Cube))2 All 24 4 Graph E
51 opp(48, 48) All 16 6 Cube[K2]
54 DK3{4, 4}4 All 24 4 W(12, 2)
70 {4, 6}/(ST)3 All 16 6 K4×K4
72 {6, 4}/(RT)3 1, 2 24 4 Graph E
77 DK2(DK2(Cube)) All 16 6 Cube[K2]
49 1 Bg(7, 14) All 14 7 K7, 7
50 1 {4, 4}5, 0 Bar 2 25 4 {4, 4}5, 0
3 opp{4, 4}5, 0 2 10 5 K5, 5
7 g{4, 4}4, 3 Bar 2 25 4 C25(3, 4)=C25(1, 7)
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For each of the graphs A–E, we give two views to illustrate different
symmetries of the graph.
In Fig. 9, the first view of Graph A may be recognized as the underlying
graph of the hemi-icosadodecahedron; i.e., the result of identifying antipo-
dal points in the icosadodecahedron.
In Fig. 10, the second view shows graph B’s 5-fold symmetry. In the first
view, we can describe B as the 4-dimensional cube together with its body
diagonals. Giving the name Q+(n) to the graph of the n-cube together with
its body diagonals, we see that Q+(2) is K4 and so it occurs, Q+(3) is K4, 4
and so it occurs, Q+(4) is this graph and it occurs, ... . For which n does
Q+(n) occur?
FIG. 9. Two views of Graph A.
FIG. 10. Two views of Graph B.
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FIG. 11. Two views of Graph C.
FIG. 12. Two views of Graph D.
FIG. 13. Two views of Graph E.
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AFTERWORD
This paper was prepared for and presented at GEMS’97, the workshop
on Graph Embeddings and Maps on Surfaces held in Banska Bystrica,
Slovakia. The organizers asked us to include unsolved problems in our
presentations to spark discussion. This addendum reports contributions to
and from this paper at the conference.
This paper’s unsolved problems included the identification of graphs A,
B, C, E. As the slide for graph A appeared on the screen, 30 voices rose as
one to say ‘‘Line-graph of the Petersen!’’ and of course they were right. For
graph B, after it was identified as Q+(4), several people mentioned the
reference [BW] which shows that Qn always occurs. The same construction
shows that Q+(n) occurs for each n ; Q+(n) is formed from Qn+1 by iden-
tifying antipodal points and the identification is consistent with the Cayley
map given.
Graphs C, D, and E were not identified at the meeting, but e-mail from
Tomaz˘ Pisanski and Dragan Marus˘ic˘ soon afterwards gives the drawing in
Fig. 14 for graph C. This shows that C and E are items 5 and 6 in a series of
FIG. 14. Graph C re-viewed.
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graphs for which item 3 is the cuboctahedron and item 4 is Q4, the 4-cube.
Every graph in this series is dart-transitive. Items 4, 5, 6 occur but 3, 7, 8,
and 9 do not. The general result is unknown.
In a problem session, Martin S˘koviera posed the question: Is there a
graph which occurs orientably in both a reflexible and a chiral map? The
answer is yes, and the graph constructed isW(6, 3).
First, note that Theorem 2 shows that W(6, 3)=C6 NK3, 3 occurs
reflexibly in the map e6 || {3, 6}1, 1.
Second, the result from [O] quoted just before the circulant construction
shows that W(6, 3)=C18(1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17). Because the group generated
by 5 mod 18 is exactly the set {1, 5, 7, 17, 13, 11}, the construction of
Theorem 1 applies, giving a chiral embedding ofW(6, 3).
Still open was the question of whether there exists a graph which has a
chiral embedding, an orientable reflexible embedding and a non-orientable
reflexible embedding. We now know that there is. First examine the table
at E=27. It gives a chiral and a reflexible occurrence of K3, 3, 3. This is a
non-bipartite graph of which W(6, 3) is the bipartite double cover. The
reflexible embedding is {3, 6}3, 0. Because the graph is non-bipartite,
P({3, 6}3, 0) is a non-orientable embedding of the graph. See [Wi1] for a
description of P(M) for a mapM.
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